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Introduction

Rasterization is inherently a discrete sampling process, since pixels (or raster elements) are discrete. The pixel size determines an upper limit to the amount of detail
that can be displayed. This results in sampling artifacts in the rendered images which
are called aliasing.
Aliasing is a common problem that arises whenever a continuous signal is reconstructed from a discrete set of samples.
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Nyquist Rate

The Sampling Rate or Sampling Frequency defines the number of samples per
second (or per other unit) taken from a continuous signal to make a discrete signal.
The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem states that perfect reconstruction
of a signal is possible when the sampling frequency is greater than twice the maximum
frequency of the signal being sampled. If lower sampling rates are used, the original
signal’s information may not be completely recoverable from the sampled signal.
Nyquist rate is the minimum sampling rate required to avoid aliasing, equal to
twice the highest frequency contained within the signal.
fN = 2B
where B is the highest frequency at which signal can have nonzero energy. To avoid
aliasing, Sampling rate must exceed the Nyquist rate.
fs > fN
From Figure 1, You can see that a low frequency signal (sinusoid curve in example:a)
is reconstructible. Both the curves(solid & Arrow) look similar. This is because the
Sampling rate (1/t) is far greater than the signal frequency and follows the nyquist
rate.
However in the case of high frequency sinusoid signal (example:b), the dotted
curve is different from the actual signal. This is due to the low sampling rate (1/t)
compared to the signal frequency. And so the curve cannot be reconstructible with
this sampling rate. In general, any frequency component above fs /2, is indistinguishable from a lower-frequency component . This phenomenon is known as Aliasing.
There are two methods that can be done to prevent or reduce aliasing:
 Increase the sampling rate, to above the twice of the frequencies that are aliasing.
 Introduce an anti-aliasing filter that restricts the bandwidth of the signal to
satisfy the condition for proper sampling.
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Figure 1: Nyquist Shannon Sampling Theorem: (a)low frequency signal (b)high frequency signal
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Aliasing

The OpenGL renders a line/object as a series of pixels that lie on the pixel grid. Due
to this approximation the Diagonal lines (as shown in the F igure 2) appear jagged.
The borders of such an object remains square edged instead of smooth edges and such
situation is called Aliasing.

Figure 2: Benefits of Anti-Aliasing

OpenGL describes few Anti-Aliasing techniques to reduce the jaggedness and
smooth the edges.
 Line and Point Anti-Aliasing
 Polygon Anti-Aliasing
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 MultiSampling
 Anti-Aliasing with Textures
 Anti-Aliasing with Accumulation Buffer

3.1

Line, Polygon Anti-Aliasing
glEnable (GL P OIN T SM OOT H) ;
glEnable (GL LIN E SM OOT H) ;
glEnable (GL P OLY GON SM OOT H) ;

The above function glEnable can enable many features of OpenGL; the feature you
want to enable is provided as an input parameter. Enabling these features would
anti-alias the points, lines and polygons respectively. However, line smoothing is by
default enabled. With these enabled features, OpenGL computes an alpha value that
represents the fraction of each pixel covered by the line or point as a function of the
distance of the pixel center from the line center. It also gives an option to mention the
amount of Quality desired. This can be done by calling glHint. Any of the following
hint parameters can be given:
glHint( GL P OLY GON SM OOT H HIN T, GL N ICEST );
 GL F AST EST : Most efficient option is chosen
 GL N ICEST : Best Quality option is chosen
 GL DON T CARE: No preference

Most of the polygons are represented as a set of triangles. With Polygon Smoothing,
every triangle is anti-aliased against the next. This causes pixels on the edges of the
polygon to be assigned fractional alpha values based on their pixel coverage. The
Quality of the coverage value is controlled with GL P OLY GON SM OOT H HIN T .
As these antialiased points are a form of transparent primitives, it requires blending
to be enabled.
glEnable (GL BLEN D) ;
glBlendF unc (GL SRC ALP HA, GL ON E M IN U S SRC ALP HA) ;
Unfortunately the fact that these techniques use blending makes the rendering orderdependent. That is, the order in which the primitives are drawn affects the final result.

3.2

Using Textures

Antialiasing of points and lines can also be done using the filtering provided by texturing. Create an image of a circle where the alpha values are one in the center and
go to zero as you move from the center out to an edge. This would then be used to
blend the point with the pixel values already in the framebuffer.
For example, to draw antialiased points, create a texture image containing a filled
circle with a smooth (antialiased) boundary. Then draw a textured polygon at the
point making sure that the center of the texture is aligned with the point’s coordinates
using the texture environment GL M ODU LAT E. This method has the advantage
that any point shape may be accommodated simply by varying the texture image.

3.3

The Accumulation Buffer

The Accumulation buffer is the widely used technique for anti-aliasing. It can be used
to antialias a scene without having to depth sort the primitives before rendering. A
supersampling technique is used where the entire scene is offset by small, subpixel
amounts in screen space, and accumulated. There are a number of effects that can
be achieved if you can draw a scene more than once. You can do this by using the
accumulation buffer.You can request an accumulation buffer with:
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glutInitDisplayM ode(...|GLU T ACCU M )
To perform Scene Antialiasing, first clear the accumulation buffer and enable it for
reading and writing. GL Accum reads each pixel from the buffer currently selected
for reading and multiplies the R,G,B,and alpha values by 1/n and adds the result
to the buffer. Scene gets drawn multiple times with slight perturbations(jittering),
so that each pixel is the average of the images that intersect it. Finally, GL Return
copies the values into the color buffer for viewing.
glClearAccum(r, g, b, alpha)
glClear(GL ACCU M BU F F ER BIT )
glAccum(GL ACCU M, 1/n)
glAccum(GL RET U RN, 1.0)

3.4

MultiSampling

Multiple samples per pixel are taken in various ways and these are blended together
to give the resulting pixel. Instead of using alpha for coverage, coverage masks are
computed to help maintain sub-pixel coverage information for all pixels. Current
implementations support four, eight, and sixteen samples per pixel. This method is
available as an OpenGL extension.
This method supports Full Scene Anti-Aliasing(FSAA), since it prevents the aliasing on full-screen images as well. FSAA refers to blurring the edges of each polygon
in the scene as it is rasterized in a single pass. With Multisampling, all subsamples
of a pixel are updated in one pass. Though MultiSampling provides a modest performance, it uses a substantial amount of storage space (since sub-pixel samples of
color, depth, and stencil need to be maintained for every pixel).
By setting the appropriate environment variable, you can enable full-scene antialiasing in any OpenGL application on these GPUs. Several antialiasing methods
are available and you can select between them by setting the GL F SAA M ODE environment variable appropriately. Note that increasing the number of samples taken
during FSAA rendering may decrease performance.
Such OpenGL extensions allow to discover and enable FSAA from the application.
It is possible to control FSAA with modern graphic cards. On Linux you can control
this feature by setting an environment variable. FSAA is supported by most recent
graphic cards.[7]
Settings for nVidia graphics card on windows is shown below.

Figure 3: Anti-Aliasing settings on Windows [4]
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